Intraorbital Abscess Concomitant with Subperiostial Abscess in a Two Year-Old Boy. A Rare Case Report
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Abstract

Sinusitis is common among children and it can lead to orbital complications. Here, we present a case of 2 year-old boy that, following ethmoidal sinusitis, developed symptoms and radiological features compatible with subperiosteal abscess. It was treated surgically but the patient presented again with the same initial complaints. He turned out to have an intraorbital extension localized in the extra conal space discovered during a second endoscopic decompression. We presented a case of orbital complication secondary to ethmoidal sinusitis. The patient had a subperiosteal abscess associated with an intraorbital component which the imaging and clinical findings could not identify due to the unusual presentation.
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Introduction

Sinusitis is a common disease among children. It can lead to serious complications such as orbital infections in 5-7% of cases [1]. The majority of cases in childhood respond to medical treatment. However, if not appropriately treated, they can lead to devastating complications including blindness [2]. In this work, we will present the case report of a patient who developed an orbital complication following ethmoid and maxillary sinusitis. He was diagnosed and treated for subperiosteal abscess; however he turned out to have an abscess with double components: subperiosteal and intraorbital.

Case Report

A 2 year-old boy was referred to the ER in May 2016 for sudden onset of left orbital swelling and erythema, proptosis and exophtalmus but with no signs of ophtalmoplegic (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Patient on presentation with marked left peri-orbital swelling and erythema, proptosis, exophtalmus and severe chemosis
CT-scan showed left maxillary and ethmoid sinusitis associated with a sub periosteal abscess located medial to the medial rectus muscle. Despite intravenous antibiotics, the patient did not improve, so MRI of the orbits was performed revealing persistence of the sub periosteal abscess without involvement of the orbital muscles or the optic nerve (Figure 2).

Orbital decompression was performed urgently through an endoscopic approach with opening of the lamina papyrecea and pus drainage. The patient improved and was discharged on antibiotics, however, he returned to the hospital four days later for the same initial complaint. MRI of the orbits was repeated showing again the presence of a sub periosteal abscess but smaller in size than the initial one (Figure 3).
The ethmoid sinus is the most commonly implicated sinus in orbital complications in children. In fact, the medial wall of the orbit is made by the lateral ethmoid bone, also called the lamina papyracea. It is very thin and porous thus facilitating the direct spread of infections [3]. Chandler has classified orbital infections into 5 groups according to the location and type of inflammatory process [4]. Among these groups, the subperiostial abscess results from collection of purulent material between the orbital bony wall and the periostium, in contrast to the orbital abscess in which the collection is localized in the orbital soft tissue within the periorbita, a fibro-elastic membrane covering the orbital structures [5]. As long as the infection is confined to the sub periosteal plane, there is no impairment of vision or ophthalmoplegia which, on the other hand, occur in almost all patients with intraorbital infections [4]. Concerning the imaging modalities used in orbital infections, CT-scan is considered the gold standard for diagnosis of orbital infections. It is indicated when there is high clinical suspicion of post-septal infections and intra-cranial complications, inability to fully evaluate the eye because of gross edema, or in case of non-response to treatment within 24-36 hours [6]. MRI is helpful for evaluating intracranial extension of infection including cavernous sinus thrombosis, involvement of the optic nerve as well as better assessment for eventual surgical procedures [7]. Intraorbital infections usually result in infiltration of the retro-orbital fat and orbital muscles with involvement of the optic nerve. In our case, both the imaging and the clinical findings oriented the diagnosis towards subperiostial abscess since there were no signs of ophtalmoplegia and no involvement of the optic nerve or the retro-orbital fat on MRI. In fact, the patient turned out to have an abscess with double components: subperiosteal and intraorbital, which is an unusual presentation.

**Discussion**

Intraorbital infections are serious complications of bacterial sinusitis that should be diagnosed and treated early to prevent serious complications. In the reported case, imaging was not able to differentiate between subperiosteal and intraorbital extraconal abscess. Since the absence of signs of ophthalmpologiea does not exclude intra-orbital extension, it is essential to carefully follow the clinical and radiological evolution after beginning of the treatment in order to exclude intraorbital extension.
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